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Right Stuff 3
29' (8.84m)   1989   Blackfin   Combi
Sebastian  Florida  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Blackfin
Engines: Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: Cruise Speed: 22
Engine HP: Max Speed: 29
Beam: 10' 6" Cabins/Heads: /
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: Fuel: 264 G (999.35 L)

$53,900
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Data Sheet

Category: Sport Fishing
Subcategory: Cuddy Cabin
Condition: Used
Model Year: 1989
Beam: 10'6'' (3.20m)
LOA: 29' (8.84m)

Maximum Speed: 29 Cruise Speed: 22
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass

Fuel Tank: 264 gal (999.35 liters)
Builder: Blackfin
HIN/IMO: KMA29168K889

Engines/Generators
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Summary/Description

Right Stuff was repowered with Yanmar diesels in 2009. Well maintained at only 661 hours she is ready to fish! She is
lying in Sebastian just minutes from the inlet. If you need a courtesy showing, simply ask!

Blackfin boats are highly regarded among brokers and owners alike for their rugged, traditional construction, ( Blackfin
still hasn’t introduced a cored hull in any of their models), excellent styling, and good resale values. Blackfin has turned
out a succession of popular tournament -level fishing boats over the years. It’s notable that all Blackfin models are built
on deep-V hulls--- a factor that has much to do with their popularity among experienced offshore anglers. Blackfins have
always been priced at the upper end of the market and generally appeal to knowledgeable buyers looking for a heavily
built rough water boat.

The fuel tank was replaced in 2019 with 264 gallon capacity. She was just waxed and buffed, newer eisenglass, with the
upper station on the tower you’ll be able to spot the birds for miles. 

Right Stuff was repowered with Yanmar diesels in 2009. Well maintained at only 661 hours she is ready to fish! She is
lying in Sebastian just minutes from the inlet. If you need a courtesy showing, simply ask!

Accommodations
One forward V-berth

Deck
Second control station
Live bait well
Tuna tower
Saltwater wash down
Swim platform
Electric anchor winch
Rod holders
Outriggers

Electronics
(2) Ritchie illuminated 3" compasses
VHF
Raymarine chart plotters
Raymarine radar open array
Raymarine autopilot
Air conditioning (on shore power)

Remarks

RIGHT STUFF 3 was repowered with Yanmar diesels in 2009. Well maintained at only 661 hours she is ready to fish!
The fuel tank was replaced in 2019 with 264-gallon capacity. She was just waxed and buffed, newer eisenglass, with the
upper station on the tower you'll be able to spot the birds for miles.

She is lying in Sebastian, just minutes from the inlet. If you need a courtesy showing, simply ask!
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